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Biosimilars Legislation and Patent 
Litigation : Developing New Procedures and 
Strategies 
A Biosimilar Perspective 

•  42 U.S.C. § 262: Biosimilars Patent Litigation 
Pathway “Round 1” 

•  42 U.S.C. § 262: Biosimilars Patent Litigation 
Pathway “Round 2” 

•  Potential Pitfalls in U.S. Legislation for Biosimilars 
•  Biosimilar Strategy Considerations 
•  Take Away Points 
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42 U.S.C. § 262: Biosimilars Patent Litigation 
Pathway “Round 1” 

Originator patent list 
to the Applicant [3A] 

Applicant patent list + 
detailed description 
(claim-by-claim) [3B]  

Alt = wait for expiry 

Applicant detailed 
information to 

Originator/external/in-
house counsel [2A] 

Exchange 
patent lists 

[5] 

Originator 
commences 

suit 
[6] 

Agree Don’t Agree 
60 days 

FDA notification of 
acceptance of 

application for review 

20 days 

60 days 

60 days 

15 days 15 days 

5 days 30 days 

30 ~245+ days 

Detailed Originator 
statement (claim-by-

claim) [3C] 

Good faith 
negotiations re 

patents to be enforced 
[4] 
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42 U.S.C. § 262: Biosimilars Patent Litigation 
Pathway “Round 2” 

Originator may seek 
PI on pending 

applications issued 
after Round 2  

If no preliminary 
injunction issued, 

Applicant may launch 
“at risk” 

Applicant launch 

Applicant 180 days 
notice to Originator of 

intent to launch (Notice 
of Commercial 
Marketing) [8A] 

Originator may seek 
preliminary 

injunction on [8B]: 
•  any patent listed by 

Originator or 
Applicant in Round 1 

but not litigated 
•  Within 30 days of 
issue or licensing, 
any new patents 

issued or exclusively 
licensed since lists 
exchanged [7A&B] 

Other patent 
holders may 

bring 
infringement 

suits 
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Potential U.S. Litigation Pitfalls for 
Biosimilars 

•  Protracted process: ~245+ days after FDA acceptance 
to suit results in significant delay in reaching a court 
decision  

– Patent certainty may not be achieved 
– Biosimilar may be forced to launch at risk 

•  Confidentiality provisions 
– Broad disclosure obligations and weak confidentiality 

provisions 
– Not equivalent to a court order requiring confidentiality 
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Potential U.S. Litigation Pitfalls for 
Biosimilars 

•  Newly issued or licensed patents 
– Potential for continuous litigation precluding patent 

certainty and forcing generic to launch at risk 
– Round 2? Round 3? Round 4? 

•  DJ provisions favor Originator 
– No express provision in ABLA litigation pathway for 

Applicant to commence DJ proceeding to gain patent 
certainty before launching 

–  If Applicant delays or fails to complete a required act, 
Originator can seek DJ action 

– No equivalent provisions for Applicant if Originator delays 
or fails to complete a required act 
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Biosimilar Strategy Background 

•  Immature global industries 
– Greater number of patents and interested patentees: 

product, process and platform technologies 
– Process patents likely more important; i.e., there may only 

be one known way to make a product 
•  Greater uncertainty in FTO clearances 

– Clearance difficult due to technology lag between industry 
and jurisprudence 

– Exists for all technologies, but exacerbated for biopharma 
– Pending non-published patent application risk (US and 

CA) 
– Platform patents can be very broad and are often nested 
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Biosimilar Strategy Considerations 

•  Pre-launch patent-related uncertainty may act as a 
strong disincentive to biosimilar launch 

–  Launching at risk carries greater potential damages 
•  Biosimilar to biosimilar competition hindered 
•  Difficult to determine which biosimilar Applicant 

obtains exclusivity (i.e., the first approved 
interchangeable biosimilar) 
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Biosimilar Strategy Considerations 

•  US ABLA patent litigation for biosimilars is not on par 
with the rest of the world. 

US  EU  AU 

Litigation enables 
pre-launch patent 
certainty 

   
Express DJ 
jurisdiction     
Mechanism to 
address pending 
applications 

    ? 
Mechanism to 
address non-
exclusively 
licensed patents 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Take Away Points 

• Pre-launch patent uncertainty may act as a 
strong disincentive to biosimilar launch 
• Decreased certainty in ABLA patent litigation 

outcome and timing delays to obtain court 
decision do not support local biosimilars 
industry 
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Take Away Points 

•  US patent litigation for biosimilars is not on par with 
the rest of the world  

•  From a Biosimilar perspective, an ABLA litigation 
pathway should: 

–  Include a mechanism to enable pre-launch patent certainty 
(i.e., litigation and clear declaratory judgment jurisdiction) 

–  Address pending non-published patent applications (US and 
CA) 

–  Address all licensed patents 
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